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Roll-out gathers momentum
Almost 20,000 homes and businesses now have access
to superfast fibre broadband as a result of the
Connecting Cheshire project, including Acton Bridge,
Alderley Edge, Chester Central, Chester North,
Christleton, Holmes Chapel, Runcorn, Tattenhall,
Weaverham and Westwood, near Warrington.
Our Fibre Guys may have already made an appearance
in a library or on a flyer near you and the team is busy
spreading the good news that fibre is becoming
available across Cheshire. Visit the Check Availability
page on our website to see if you can upgrade to fibre
broadband now.

Joining the fibre fast lane very soon…
Guilden Sutton, Kelsall, Poynton, Sandiway, Tarporley, Tarvin and Widnes

On a verge near you…
A key element of the Connecting Cheshire infrastructure
deployment is the positioning and building of over 450 new green
roadside cabinets. These will house the necessary
communications equipment which will provide high speed
broadband connectivity to homes and businesses.

A lot of planning goes into choosing a location for these new
cabinets and, to ensure we can deliver fibre to as many premises
as soon as possible, BT Openreach planners are looking to stand
the majority of our remaining cabinets in the next few weeks.
This may mean that there is some delay between the cabinet
installation and getting service as we connect these up to the
network, however please keep checking for updates on our
website and look out for a “fibre is here” sticker on your cabinet
which indicates a fibre service is live. For more information on
siting of cabinets please see our FAQs

Follow us! Like us!

@SFB_Cheshire

ConnectingCheshire

Meet the real fibre guys
Meet Bob, a real Fibre Guy, working hard to get fibre to your
community. Bob and his colleagues are out in all weathers
tackling the dirty and tough jobs such as unblocking BT’s
underground ducting to get the new fibre cables through. This is a
crucial part of our roll-out and often results in additional road
works where blockages cannot be cleared using underground
equipment. Challenges like these can have a knock-on effect and
hold up our roll-out. So please bear with us. Bob and his
colleagues are working flat out to get the cables installed from the
exchanges to our network of cabinets across Cheshire.

Learn
Go ON launched a
partner programme to
boost the Basic Online
Skills of every person,
small business and
charity.
Today, 18% of adults
in the NW lack the
basic online skills
needed to send or
receive email, use a
search engine, browse
the internet or
complete online forms.

Superfast Business Case Study
Chester-based Obsidian Group is now saving £800 a
month thanks to the fully-funded business support services
from the Connecting Cheshire Superfast Business
Programme. Read their story
For more information on Connecting
Cheshire Superfast Business
visit www.ccbusiness.co.uk
or telephone 0300 123 1696

